
   VW Multivan / Transporter T5 - Rear Low Line Camera 
       Installation Manua

Step 1: Remove the pins RNS510 side of camera harness so you can thread the 
wire easily from boot toward dash.

Step 2: The top grey trim from the bootlid just unclips with a hearty tug.
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There are two screws behind this handle.

Then the entire back panel of the boot just unclips. Start by pulling at the far end (I
put my finger in the emergency boot release hole and yanked away.)
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This is the hole where the elongated back of the camera pokes through.

Run the wire along here. Silicone spray really helped get the wire through the 
rubber tube.

The reverse light signal can be tapped behind this panel. You have to remove the 
rear light cluster, the rear light wire at the connector is the wire furthest on the 
right (use a multimeter to confirm) - you have to unwrap the cloth tape and tap 
the wire further down (once inside the cab, past the rubber boot)
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Push the wire along here behind the trim. Make sure it doesn't foul the back seat. 
This took a bit of fiddling to get the wire right by pulling and pushing.

You can unclip the entire step by pulling straight up but putting it back on is a total 
b!tch.
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Go past under the B pillar here

And under the front step, under the carpet, towards the centre console gear lever 
trim.
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I pulled the whole lower dash apart, starting from left (passenger) to right (driver). 
It's not hard, but it's time consuming, undoing all the torx screws and yanking at 
clips.

Removing the gear lever trim made getting the wire under the carpet really easy. 
Here is where some of the screws are located.
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There are hidden screws to remove the central trim here - but you have to pretty 
much remove the entire driver side lower trim to get to them.
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